THE NORMLESS AND EXCEPTIONLESS EXCEPTION: CARL SCHMITT’S THEORY OF EMERGENCY POWERS AND THE “NORM-EXCEPTION” DICHOTOMY

Oren Gross*

Should we say that a correct application is that which takes place under normal conditions? Notice that, in one sense of normal, we may always have been under abnormal conditions. Suppose for the past two hundred million years the earth has been in the beam of an intergalactic spaceship, which leaves next week. If intentional interference with the way things otherwise would have been makes things nonnormal, then only after the spaceship leaves will we discover what normal conditions are. Perhaps we should understand the appropriate (or normal) conditions as those like the ones we now are under. 1

Please do not be alarmed . . . we will be restoring normality just as soon as we are sure what is normal anyway. 2

INTRODUCTION

The recent revival of interest in the life and work of Carl Schmitt, 3

* Assistant Professor, Tel Aviv University, Faculty of Law. I would like to thank Justice Izhak Englard, Carlo Galli, Arthur Jacobson, John McCormick, William Rasch, and William Scheuerman. An earlier draft of this paper was presented at a conference entitled Carl Schmitt: Legacy and Prospects at Columbia University and the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, April 23-25, 1999; at the faculty seminar of the Tel Aviv University Faculty of Law; and at the Tel Aviv University seminar in political philosophy. I have greatly benefited from the comments of the participants in these events.

1 ROBERT NOZICK, PHILOSOPHICAL EXPLANATIONS 676 (1981).
3 Recent book-long studies published in English include RENATO CRISTI, CARL SCHMITT AND AUTHORITARIAN LIBERALISM: STRONG STATE, FREE ECONOMY (1998); DAVID DYZENHAUS, LEGALITY AND LEGITIMACY: CARL SCHMITT, HANS KELSEN AND HERMANN HELLER IN WEIMAR (1997); LAW AS POLITICS: CARL SCHMITT’S CRITIQUE OF LIBERALISM (David Dyzenhaus ed., 1998) [hereinafter LAW AS POLITICS]; JOHN P. MCCORMICK, CARL SCHMITT’S CRITIQUE OF LIBERALISM: AGAINST POLITICS AS TECHNOLOGY (1997); HEINRICH
the most prominent legal scholar and political thinker to lend his active support to the Nazi regime,4 has raised heated debates between his friends and foes.5 The crux of much of the debate concerns such questions as whether Schmitt sought to facilitate the destruction of liberalism and democracy, or merely attempted to point out their weaknesses and defects as a way of warning and calling for action to prevent the demise of the Weimar Republic and its constitution.6 The debate also revolves around the nature of the relationship between Schmitt’s pre- and post-Nazi writings; namely, whether Schmitt’s enthusiastic endorsement of National Socialism was the result of his opportunism and corrupt moral character, the logical outcome of his pre-Nazi writings and intellectual work,7 or an undesired, yet necessary, mechanism for self-preservation.8 On both counts I side with Schmitt’s foes.

The focus of this paper is Schmitt’s theory of emergency powers. Schmitt is unquestionably “the outstanding legal theorist of the notion of exception.”9 The concept of “the exception” (Ausnahmezustand)

---


8 See Bendersky, supra note 4, at 202-14.

plays a central role in Schmitt’s constitutional and political theorizing.\(^\text{10}\) Schmitt’s main weapon in his attack on liberalism is the inevitable existence of the exception. The exception is comprised of sudden, urgent, usually unforeseen events or situations that require immediate action, often without time for prior reflection and consideration—i.e., without allowing for preplanned responses.\(^\text{11}\) According to Schmitt, the existence of exceptional situations refutes the formal face of legal liberalism, which argues that pre-established general norms cover and apply to all possible situations.\(^\text{12}\) The need to decide the exceptional, concrete situation per force catapults the judge into the role of a law-maker. His or her decision, which creates new law, is not, as such, dictated by preexisting “objective,” general norms. The need to decide the exceptional, concrete situation also emphasizes the central role of the political decision-makers who have to decide how to deal with the exception on a case-by-case basis. Thus, the exception requires concrete decisions that are not, and cannot be, constrained or guided by any sort of a priori rules. The critical role assigned by Schmitt to the theory of the exception therefore merits a careful and close scrutiny. As this article shows, Schmitt’s theory of the exception cannot withstand an internal critique of its arguments, and is normatively unsound.

Despite its shortcomings, Schmitt’s insights concerning the exception are not only relevant to an attempt to understand Schmitt’s theory in its own particular context and time,\(^\text{13}\) but are also highly

\(^{10}\) See Kelsen & Schmitt, supra note 3, at 10; see also Galli, supra note 6, at 1605. According to Galli:

The origin of modern politics, in Schmitt’s opinion, rests on contingency, on exception, on conflict; no individual subject, no political institution, no rational thinking, can ever overcome this fact . . . . [T]he origin of political order is the exception itself, not the transcendence (this is the main difference between Schmitt and political Catholicism) nor the individual (this is the main difference between Schmitt and liberalism).

Id.


12 Schmitt’s theory of the exception, as well as his general jurisprudential approach, was a rejection of the neo-Kantian, formalist, and positivist jurisprudence of Hans Kelsen. See, e.g., David Dyzenhaus, “Now the Machine Runs Itself”: Carl Schmitt on Hobbes and Kelsen, 16 CARDOZO L. REV. 1, 10-14 (1994); Neumann, supra note 9, at 462 (“Opposition, even hostility to Hans Kelsen is a key to all of Schmitt’s works.”). This theory also rejects Kelsen’s belief that a legal norm could be devised so as to regulate all different aspects of reality and his concomitant refusal to acknowledge the existence of states of exception that could not be regulated by a priori established legal norms. See id.

\(^{13}\) See Galli, supra note 6, at 1615. Galli suggests that:

[W]e have to learn to understand [Schmitt] in the frame of his theoretical and historical context . . . . The whole horizon of Schmitt’s criticism is the concrete experience of the crisis of liberalism and parliamentarism in Germany . . . Scholars who want to criticize Schmitt’s antiliberalism must remember that liberalism and its institutions were not obvious in European political culture in the first half of the twentieth century.
significant and instructive today. His claim that liberalism has traditionally failed to account for the phenomenon of emergency, despite the centrality of that phenomenon in the real world, on one hand, and his attempt to turn the spotlight to exceptional situations—i.e., crises and emergencies—on the other, should not be rejected offhand, but rather taken seriously. However, as this article shows, while Schmitt correctly describes systemic failures in the traditional modes of thinking about emergencies, he fails to offer adequate, normative proposals to overcome these failures.

From a normative perspective, Schmitt’s theory, simply put, is indefensible. In this article, I engage in an internal evaluation of his theory of the exception. Such a critique—taking Schmitt’s own goals, parameters, and criteria as our reference point—drives substantial holes into his theoretical corpus. For all the rhetoric of Schmitt and his disciples and defenders, his theory proves to be a crude version of nihilism. Yet, this approach is hidden behind the veneer of overt aspiration to legal determinacy and to substantive, semireligious content of the legal order. Among other things, Schmitt challenges liberalism for being negligent, if not outright deceitful, in disregarding the state of exception, and in pretending that the legal universe is governed by a complete, comprehensive, and exceptionless normative order. Following the guidance of the natural sciences—which, according to Schmitt, do not recognize the possibility of exceptions in the natural world—liberalism presents us with a legal world view that is based on universalism, generalities, and utopian normativeness, without allowing for the possibility of exceptions. Against liberalism’s intellectual dishonesty, Schmitt offers an alternative that is allegedly candid and transparent. However, Schmitt’s project does not comply with his own yardsticks of legitimacy. His theory falls prey to the very same basic challenge which he puts to liberalism. Schmitt’s rhetoric of

Id.

14 It ought to be noted, as shown in Part I, infra, that one should not speak of any single, unified, coherent, and complete Schmittian theory regarding the question of the exception. As Schmitt’s own position undergoes a substantial shift in the early 1920s, the best that can be done is to distinguish between the earlier and later Schmitt. The watershed point is to be found in Schmitt’s single most significant writing on the issue of the exception, entitled Political Theology: Four Chapters on the Concept of Sovereignty, which was first published in 1922.

15 See Scheuerman, supra note 7, at 1744 (“[F]or Schmitt, a central problem of modern legal theory is the enigma of legal indeterminacy . . . . Schmitt sides with the Nazis because he sees them as offering a real chance for developing a novel legal system able to ‘solve’ the dilemma of legal indeterminacy.”); see also infra notes 128-36 and accompanying text.


17 See MCCORMICK, supra note 3, at 124-29, 148-52.
norm and exception does not adequately reflect the real thrust of his theory, which calls for the complete destruction of the normal by the exception. Taken to its logical extreme, Schmitt’s intellectual work, especially as reflected in his Political Theology$^{18}$ and The Concept of the Political,$^{19}$ forms the basis not only for a normless exception, but also for an authoritarian exceptionless exception. Part I of this article focuses on these themes.

As a normative project, Schmitt’s theory of the exception and emergency powers has little to commend for it. However, despite the prescriptive failures of Schmitt’s theory, it is quite instructive from a descriptive point of view. The relationship between the normal and the exceptional cases, as suggested and analyzed by Schmitt, has a certain merit to it, as a depiction of actual reality in Weimar Germany and in other modern democracies at that time. Moreover, seen from this perspective, Schmitt’s discourse of emergencies and emergency powers may be an important lesson even in today’s world. There is a clear distinction “between the normative ills of Schmitt’s decisionist theory and what it sometimes implicitly tells us about the sad state of twentieth-century politics.”$^{20}$ Part II of this article shows that Schmitt’s most important continuing contributions in the area of emergency powers are twofold.

First is his deviation from the traditional discourse concerning emergencies. The traditional discourse, dating as far back as the Roman republic, regards the issue of emergencies through a dichotomized world view in which the normal case, the ordinary state of affairs, is separated and clearly distinguished from the exceptional case—i.e., the state of emergency. Moreover, this classical mode of thinking about emergencies has considered such phenomena to be sporadic, temporary, and exceptional against the background of an otherwise uninterrupted normalcy. Schmitt calls into question this approach by reversing the relationship between the normal and the exceptional cases. This alternative view, when disconnected from Schmitt’s normative solution to the problem of emergencies and viewed as an empirical, descriptive exercise, is quite instructive.

The other major contribution of Schmitt’s intellectual work, closely related to the first one, is found in the fact that he dedicated so
much attention to, and brought to center stage, an otherwise neglected area of legal and political study—namely, emergencies and emergency powers. Crisis and emergency had not been sporadic episodes in the lives of many nations when Schmitt was writing his major works. Nor have they become such episodes in the lives of nations since. They are increasingly becoming a permanent fixture in the unfolding story of humanity. One need not subscribe to notions of a climacteric of crises to recognize that fact. Moreover, not only has emergency expanded to an even greater number of nations, but within the affected nations, it has extended its scope and strengthened its grip. Observations that “emergency government has become the norm” can no longer be dismissed. While rejecting Schmitt’s solutions, we should not ignore the important questions that he raises.

I.

The first of the four chapters on the concept of sovereignty, which together comprise Schmitt’s most celebrated and controversial work, Political Theology, revolves around the concept of “the exception” (Ausnahmezustand) and its relationship to the idea of sovereignty. The

21 See, e.g., Ian Brownlie, Interrogation in Depth: The Compton and Parker Reports, 35 MOD. L. REV. 501, 501 (1972) (“Books on constitutional law find little to say about emergency powers aside from consideration of wartime regulations in the United Kingdom and the somewhat derelict concept of martial law.”).


link between the two concepts is made clear by Schmitt from the very first sentence of the book, where he declares that the “[s]overeign is he who decides on the exception.”

He goes on to emphasize the point that “[i]t is precisely the exception that makes relevant the subject of sovereignty, that is, the whole question of sovereignty.” Thus, one cannot underestimate the centrality of the concept of the exception in Schmitt’s thinking as part of the trinity of sovereignty, decisionism, and exception.

To fully appreciate the significance of the “exception,” it must be remembered that Schmitt considers the exception to be the purest expression and reflection of the political. “The specific political distinction to which political actions and motives can be reduced,” writes Schmitt, “is that between friend and enemy.” It is the ever-present possibility of combat and armed conflict that gives the friend-foe (more appropriately in this context, friend-enemy) dichotomy its real meaning. “The friend, enemy, and combat concepts receive their real meaning precisely because they refer to the real possibility of physical killing. War follows from enmity. War is the existential negation of the enemy. It is the most extreme consequence of enmity.” For its part, characterized as a case of “extreme peril, a danger to the existence of the state, or the like,” the clearest instance of a state of exception is war, whether an international or internal armed conflict. War constitutes the core of the exception and, as such, paints the exception with the colors of the political. It is thus that the inherent link between the political and the exception is fully established, for “the exceptional case has an especially decisive meaning which exposes the core of the matter. For only in real combat is revealed the most extreme possibility of the political grouping of friend and enemy. From this most extreme possibility human life derives its specifically political tension.” Since political groupings always stand above all other groupings (e.g., religious, economic, cultural, and legal), and since
every sphere of human conduct could potentially rise to the level of the political—"if it is sufficiently strong to group human beings effectively according to friend and enemy"—the exception inevitably permeates all aspects of human existence, and deciding on it becomes the single most important moment in every respect of human activity.

Important as it is, Schmitt does not define this central term. In fact, he argues that no such definition is at all possible. He contends that "[t]he exception, which is not codified in the existing legal order, can at best be characterized as a case of extreme peril, a danger to the existence of the state, or the like." However, the exception "cannot be circumscribed factually and made to conform to a preformed law." For all its centrality and significance, no comprehensive and exhaustive definition can be attached to the "exception." Thus, while existential crises facing the state may be said, in an anti-Schmittian fashion, to constitute the core of the exception, the external limits and boundaries of its penumbra are unclear, and cannot be made clear in advance. While "not every extraordinary measure, not every police emergency measure or emergency decree, is necessarily an exception," the concept of the exception relates not only to existential crises, but to a wider range of political phenomena that cannot otherwise be understood within the parameters of, or governed by, a set of universally applicable legal rules. Indeed, it is this fundamental characteristic of the

---

35 Id. at 37.
36 See SCHWAB, supra note 4, at 73-75.
37 SCHMITT, POLITICAL THEOLOGY, supra note 18, at 6.
38 Id.
39 Id. at 12.
40 SCHUEMERMAN, supra note 20, at 21. Other authors argue that the concept of "state of exception" ought to be understood in light of the specific context of Weimar Germany, confronted as it were with recurrent economic and political crises, which often jeopardized its very existence and its basic constitutional order. Some are of the opinion that, rather than expounding general theories of jurisprudence and political science, Schmitt’s project was directed at particular problems and issues that were of relevance to Germany in the 1920s and 30s. See BENDERSKY, supra note 4, at 35 (pointing out Schmitt’s emphasis on the “concrete situation” rather than on general, universal, abstract constructions); SCHWAB, supra note 4, at 7, 144. Schwab defines the state of exception as “any type of severe economic or political disturbance that requires the application of extraordinary measures, and for which the constitution makes provisions. Legally it usually means the temporary, partial or total suspension of ordinary and constitutional laws by the president to restore order.” Id. at 7; see also BENDERSKY, supra note 4, at 37 (“[State of exception is] a situation in which domestic order, or the very existence of the state, [is] seriously endangered by political or economic crises.”).
exception which negates any belief in the possibility of constructing, in advance, a set of general, objective norms that will cover all future situations, without any need for further subjective discretion and decision-making, and which are independent of a mechanistic, technical application of the general norms to concrete scenarios.

Be that as it may, it seems clear that for an exception to be a meaningful concept, it has to be evaluated and understood against the background of an ordinary case. The very term “exception” points to something that stands outside the normal rule or state of affairs, and does not conform to the ordinary case. The crucial inquiry then becomes that of understanding the relationship between the normal case and the exception, between the normal rule and the irregular case. It is precisely on this point that we can detect a marked shift in Schmitt’s work on the exception, with Political Theology marking the watershed of change. Whereas in his earlier work Schmitt followed the well-established pattern of classical legal thought on emergencies and emergency regimes, after 1922 he broke sharply with that tradition and developed an alternative model of the relationship between the normal and the exception.

Schmitt was writing his Weimar tracts against the backdrop of the traditional treatment of emergencies and emergency powers. That treatment has been characterized by a dichotomized dialectic. The term “emergency” connotes a sudden, urgent, usually unforeseen event or situation that requires immediate action, often without time for prior reflection and consideration. The notion of “emergency,” therefore, is inherently linked to a concept of “normalcy,” in the sense that the former is considered to be outside the ordinary course of events or anticipated actions. Furthermore, classical notions of emergency powers regard the phenomenon of emergency and the expansive powers exercised by a government in facing threats to the life of its nation to be temporary and of an exceptional nature. For normalcy to be truly “normal,” it has to be the general rule, the ordinary state of affairs,

Conceptually, a political state of exception is a similar phenomenon to the theological miracle; in both cases, there is a marked deviation from the regular norm. See SCHMITT, POLITICAL THEOLOGY, supra note 18, at 36-37; JOHN E. FINN, constitutions in crisis: political violence and the rule of law 171 (1991).

41 See Oren Gross & Fionnuala Ni Aoláin, To Know Where We Are Going, We Need to Know Where We Are: Revisiting States of Emergency, in HUMAN RIGHTS: AN AGENDA FOR THE 21ST CENTURY 79, 80-89 (Angela Hegarty & Siobhan Leonard eds., 1999).


43 See THE NEW SHORTER OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY ON HISTORICAL PRINCIPLES 806 (5th ed. 1993).
whereas emergency must constitute no more than an exception to that rule—it must last only a relatively short time and yield no substantial permanent effects. Regardless of the definitional difficulties concerning the concepts of “emergency” and “exception,” the elements of temporal duration and exceptional nature are widely accepted as the common denominators that make a dialogue on emergencies possible. Moreover, the fundamental principles of temporal duration and exceptional nature also result in the normal case being regarded as superior to the exception, in that extraordinary powers exercised by the government when dealing with a state of emergency are to be used for the sole purpose of re-instituting or preserving and maintaining the status quo ante in its entirety, in as expeditious a manner as possible. Thus, traditional discourse on emergency powers posits normalcy and exigency as two separate phenomena and assumes that emergency is the exception. The governing paradigm is that of the “normalcy-rule, emergency-exception.”

In his 1921 book, The Dictatorship, Schmitt clearly follows this traditional approach. Schmitt’s distinction between commissarial and sovereign dictatorship, and his endorsement of the former model, whose roots can be traced as far back as the Roman republic—both as a normative proposition and as the model incorporated into Article 48 of the Weimar Constitution—follow ideas expressed earlier by Machiavelli, as well as by the great liberal writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The commissarial dictatorship—which is essentially a constitutional dictatorship, inasmuch as it is grounded in the existing legal order and follows its dictates, both substantive and procedural—can only be justified and legitimated if it is directed at re-

---

44 See Gross, supra note 42, at 454-55; Gross & Ní Aoláin, supra note 41, at 90-94.
45 See Clinton L. Rossiter, Constitutional Dictatorship: Crisis Government in the Modern Democracies 7, 306 (1948) (arguing that a return to status quo ante is the only legitimate purpose of emergency measures). But see Finn, supra note 40, at 40–43 (arguing for the possibility of constitutional reconstruction as opposed to mere restoration).
46 Gross, supra note 42, at 440. The formula of “normalcy-rule, emergency-exception” may be replaced by a formula referring to a presumption of normalcy, where emergency constitutes a rebuttal to that presumption. See Cass R. Sunstein, Problems with Rules, 83 Cal. L. Rev. 953, 963 (1995) (“A rule with necessity or emergency exceptions might be described, somewhat imprecisely, as a strong presumption.”).
47 Carl Schmitt, Die Diktatur (1921).
48 See McCormick, supra note 3, at 122-29.
49 For an example of an interpretation of Article 48, see Schwab, supra note 4, at 37-43.
50 See infra notes 58-67 and accompanying text.
51 The concept of constitutional dictatorship became central in post-World War II discourse of emergency regimes, due, first and foremost, to the writings of Carl Friedrich and Clinton Rossiter. Carl J. Friedrich, Constitutional Government and Democracy 557-81 (4th ed. 1968); Rossiter, supra note 45.
establishing or defending the existing legal order. Surely, the comissarial dictator may, if the need arises, suspend some of the ordinary laws; but he may not modify the existing legal order by introducing any changes or amendments into it, nor replace it with a new order altogether. Schmitt recognizes the power of the comissarial dictator to sidestep existing norms, but denies him the legitimate power to change the legal order. The exception is thus defined by the norm. It is the existing, ordinary, legal order that defines the circumstances under which resorting to a dictatorship may be necessary. It is that same legal order that sets out precise procedures that ought to be followed in the appointment of the comissarial dictator, as well as prescribes in advance the conditions for the termination of her office. Significantly, it is the existing legal order that establishes a separation between taking the decision on the very need to resort to extraordinary emergency measures and the decision of what particular measures ought to be taken in order to successfully overcome the particular emergency. The power to take these decisions must be vested in different organs, such as the consuls and the Senate, on one hand, and the dictator, on the other. Finally, it is the preservation or the re-establishment of the normal order—i.e., the pre-emergency legal order—which serves as the *raison d’être* of the dictatorship. For such a model to be viable, it is necessary to have clear demarcation lines drawn around the boundaries of normalcy and the exception. Deviations from the regular legal order must be kept to a minimum, both as to duration and extent. The extreme case, which may give rise to such legitimate deviations, must, therefore, be confined to the exceptional. It must be “associated with a

52 For a discussion of Schmitt’s 1917 article, in which he develops the concept of military dictatorship and distinguishes it from the traditional model of the state of siege, see Peter C. Caldwell, *Popular Sovereignty and the Crisis of German Constitutional Law: The Theory & Practice of Weimar Constitutionalism* 56-62 (1997), and David Ohana, *The Leviathan Opens Wide its Jaws: Karl Schmidt [sic] and the Origins of Legal Fascism, in Law and History* 273, 274-75 (Daniel Gutwein & Menachem Mautner eds., 1998). In his article, Schmitt argues that, faced with a substantial threat to the state, the military commander may temporarily suspend laws and take all other necessary temporary measures in order to successfully overcome the emergency, although he may not legislate, for this is beyond the scope of his authority.

53 Rossiter enumerates eleven criteria, which fall into three broad categories that ought to be maintained for a dictatorship to qualify as constitutional or, in Schmittian terminology, commissarial. Rossiter, *supra* note 45, at 298-306. These categories are concerned with criteria for the initial invocation of a crisis government, criteria that apply during the lifetime of a constitutional dictatorship, and criteria for the termination of the dictatorship. See id.; see also Friedrich, *supra* note 51, at 559, 566-70 (identifying four constitutional bases for the institution of the Roman dictatorship as a paradigmatic case of a constitutional dictatorship; applying these bases to the modern practice of democracies with respect to emergency powers; and concluding that constitutional limitations on the modern expressions of constitutional dictatorship are inadequate and insufficient).
The “normalcy-rule, emergency-exception” paradigm has been adopted as normatively desirable by most of the legal and political thinkers who have considered the subject of emergencies and emergency powers. The mechanism used by the Roman republic to deal with acute crises—the “celebrated Roman dictatorship” as seen to exist before its corruption and subversion by Sulla and Caesar, served as the common starting point in this context. The salient features of that ancient emergency institution—its temporary character, appointment according to specific constitutional forms, nomination for a particular goal, and, most importantly, ultimate goal of upholding the constitutional order rather than changing or replacing it—have been adopted by many as the basic guidelines for a modern-day emergency regime.

Thus, for example, in his *Discourses*, Niccolo Machiavelli embraces the model of the Roman dictatorship as the best mechanism to handle emergencies, stating that “[i]t is clear that the dictatorship, so long as it was bestowed in accordance with public institutions, and not assumed by the dictator on his own authority, was always of benefit to the state.” He offers several reasons that account for the positive contribution of the dictatorship to Rome. First, the dictator was appointed for a limited time, which was necessary to achieve a specific goal. Indeed, one of the main defects in the election by the Romans of...
the Decemviri had been that these ten men were granted absolute authority for a long period of time (Machiavelli considered a year to be a long time for that purpose).

Second, the authority of the dictator had been substantially limited. It extended to confronting a particular perilous situation and permitted the dictator to devise the means by which the danger would be removed from the republic. However, in fulfilling his tasks, the dictator “could do nothing to diminish the constitutional position of the government, as would have been the case if he could have taken away the authority vested in the senate or in the people, or have abolished the ancient institutions of the city and made new ones.” The dictator’s authority did not extend to the promulgation of new legislation, which was an authority reserved for the Senate. Thus, the dictatorship could not have brought about a change in the ordinary legal order of the republic.

Using Schmitt’s subsequent terminology, the Roman dictator, occupying a commissarial position, could not use his powers in order to change the basic character of the state or its institutional framework. Moreover, during the operation of a dictatorship, the regular institutions of the state—the consulship, the tribunes, the Roman Senate, and all other office holders—continued to fulfill their normal functions and retained their full authority. “The result was that, as the authority of the senate, the consuls and the tribunes still stood, they came to be, as it were, [the dictator’s] guardians, to see that he kept to the straight path.”

Third, the dictators had been appointed to their office “in accordance with public institutions, and not assumed by the dictator on his own authority”—i.e., according to the recognized procedures of the constitutional order of the republic. Finally, the Roman citizens were “not corrupt” (in an implicit contradiction to the Florentines of his own time). Yet, Machiavelli cautioned that where people were willing

60 See id. at 197-98 (explaining how it came about that the appointment of the Decemviri in Rome was harmful to that republic in spite of their having being appointed by free and public suffrage).

61 Id. at 197. As originally constructed, the term of office of the Roman dictator was limited to six months and could not be renewed upon the expiration of that period. See 1 W. E. Heitland, The Roman Republic § 150 (Greenwood Press 1969) (1909); Theodor E. Mommsen, The History of Rome 325-26 (Macmillan rev. ed. 1908) (1864).

62 Machiavelli, supra note 58, at 194-95.

63 Id. at 197. This feature of the dictatorship is contrasted with the rule of the Decemviri, when “[q]uite the contrary happened . . . for the appointment of consuls and tribunes was suspended, and the Ten were given power to make laws and in general to act as if they were the Roman people.” Id.

64 Id. at 194.

65 Id. at 195.
to confer unlimited powers on a government for an unspecified duration, they would not be saved from the fate of tyranny merely because they were not corrupt in character, for “absolute power will very soon corrupt [the material] by making friends and partisans.”

Hence, the common threads passing through these different attributes of the ancient Roman emergency mechanism were: (1) the emphasis on the temporal duration of the extraordinary dictatorial powers; (2) their exceptional nature as well as the exceptional nature of the circumstances that brought them about; (3) their operation within the context of the existing legal and constitutional order; and (4) their purpose of re-establishing the pre-emergency order. Temporal duration, exceptionalism, and a limited scope of emergency powers are thus the three hallmarks of the Roman-commissarial model of emergency regime.

These same hallmarks have since continued to characterize much of the thinking in the area of emergency powers, even for those who rejected Machiavelli’s model of emergency regime as developed in the *Discourses*. One example is Jean Jacques Rousseau’s treatment of the issue of emergencies in *The Social Contract*, where he expresses the opinion that:

[[I]f . . . the peril is of such a kind that the paraphernalia of the laws are an obstacle to their preservation, the method is to nominate a supreme ruler, who shall silence all the laws and suspend for a...
moment the sovereign authority. In such a case, there is no doubt about the general will, and it is clear that the people’s first intention is that the State shall not perish. Thus the suspension of the legislative authority is in no sense its abolition; the magistrate who silences it cannot make it speak; he dominates it, but cannot represent it. He can do anything, except make laws.\textsuperscript{68}

Rousseau puts the emphasis both on the exceptional nature of the threat and on the limited powers that are handed over to the supreme ruler. The concepts of “legislator” and “dictator” are distinct and apply to different spheres in the life of the society.\textsuperscript{69} The “supreme ruler,” tailored around the outline of the Roman dictator, enjoys absolute powers as necessary for the preservation of society and its members, but he does not possess the power to arbitrarily alter the basic legal framework of that society, as put in place by the legislator. Whatever the nature and content of the legal order which is implemented in times of crisis, it does not—indeed, cannot—affect the character and the substantive content of the ordinary legal order. The former legal order is characterized by the image of the supreme magistrate and the exercise of arbitrary and absolute powers; the latter, by the institution of the legislator and the attribute of rationality. The ordinary laws and the constitutional order, in all or in part, may be suspended under the reign of the supreme ruler, but they cannot be modified, amended, or repealed during that time. In addition, the power of the supreme ruler is also limited by the fact that it is subject to the general will (\textit{volonté générale}). The exercise of power by the ruler is legitimate only so long as it is warranted as a means to promote that general will. Again, based on the experience of the Roman dictatorship, Rousseau suggests that the nomination of a dictator should be for a short period, should be limited in advance, and could not be prolonged (especially not by the supreme ruler himself).\textsuperscript{70} “It is wrong therefore,” argues Rousseau, “to wish to make political institutions so strong as to render it impossible to


\textsuperscript{70} \textit{Rousseau, supra note 68, at 296. Rousseau states that: However this important trust be conferred, it is important that its duration should be fixed at a very brief period, incapable of being ever prolonged. In the crises which lead to its adoption, the State is either soon lost, or soon saved; and, the present need passed, the dictatorship becomes either tyrannical or idle. At Rome, where dictators held office for six months only, most of them abdicated before their time was up. If their term had been longer, they might well have tried to prolong it still further, as the decemviri did when chosen for a year. The dictator had only time to provide against the need that had caused him to be chosen; he had none to think of further projects. Id.}
suspend their operation. Even Sparta allowed its laws to lapse.”

Schmitt follows this line of thought in *The Dictatorship*, in which he embraces the commissarial dictatorship—with its notions of limited dictatorial powers, separation of the normal from the exception, and the establishment of the normal case as superior to the exception—as the preferred model for a counteremergency mechanism. Soon thereafter, however, Schmitt abandons the “normalcy-rule, emergency-exception” paradigm and replaces it with another.

*Political Theology*, published merely a year after *The Dictatorship*, represents a departure from Schmitt’s earlier position on the issue of emergency powers and a shift to a revolutionary model of emergency regimes. If his earlier position is characterized by his endorsement of commissarial dictatorship, Schmitt’s new formula embraces the model of sovereign dictatorship. Schmitt supplants the classical model of limited emergency powers with a model of unlimited dictatorial powers. According to this new model, an exception is characterized by “principally unlimited authority, which means the suspension of the entire existing order.” But it is not merely the suspension of the existing order that is at stake here. More significant is the sovereign dictator’s power to actively change the existing legal order and transform it, in whole or in part, into something else. In other words, it is the norm that becomes subservient to the exception, thereby reversing the relationship between the two phenomena, as opposed to the situation under the traditional commissarial model of dictatorship.

Yet the full thrust of Schmitt’s changed position goes much deeper than that. What Schmitt is really doing in *Political Theology* is not limited to reversing the roles of the ordinary legal order and the normal case, on one hand, and the exception, on the other. In fact, Schmitt’s new position eliminates altogether the notion of the normal and replaces it with the exception. It is not only that the exception confirms the rule and that the rule’s very existence “derives only from the exception,” but rather that the exception gobbles up the normal case and becomes, in and of itself, the ordinary, general rule. In that respect, there is no place to continue talking about rule and exception. The exception

---
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becomes everything; the rule is reduced to nothing. The exception is no longer merely normless; it is also exceptionless.

Aware of the authoritarian implications of his new position, and realizing that, in 1922, the time has not yet come for a full unequivocal exposition of this new standpoint, Schmitt resorts to using an ambiguous rhetoric which helps to obscure the real impact of his modified theoretical stance. Rhetorically, Schmitt continues the distinction between the normal and the exceptional cases and adheres to some version of a normalcy-exception dichotomy. He proclaims that the definition of sovereignty, which is bound up with the decision on the exception, is “associated with a borderline case and not with routine.” Indeed, the mere use of the term “exception” points the reader to the classical dialectic concerning emergency powers. Connecting the exception with a case of extreme peril and a danger of existential proportions threatening the state serves to emphasize further the exceptional nature of the extreme case, and thus its separateness from the normal way of things.

Schmitt continues to speak of the normal situation and the exceptional case as two distinct phenomena. He argues that every legal norm presupposes the existence of a certain normal and ordinary state of affairs, and can be applied only as long as this state of affairs continues to exist. Schmitt explains that “[t]his effective normal situation is not a mere ‘superficial presupposition’ that a jurist can ignore; that situation belongs precisely to [the norm’s] immanent validity.” In exceptional circumstances, when this normal state of affairs is interrupted, the legal norm is no longer applicable and cannot fulfill its ordinary regulatory function. “For a legal order to make sense, a normal situation must exist.” General norms are limited in their scope of application to those circumstances in which the normal state of affairs prevails. Crises undermine this factual basis and thus pull the rug out from under the feet of ordinary norms. Law is not omnipresent and omnipotent;

75 Schmitt states that “[t]he rule proves nothing; the exception proves everything: It confirms not only the rule but also its existence, which derives only from the exception.”
76 Volker Neumann describes Schmitt as a “master of puzzles,” whose texts “promise to decipher secrets.” Neumann, supra note 9, at 469. Neumann states:

The reader encounters what he or she believes to be conceptual clarity and evidence, but at the same time things that are inexact and hazy. Upon reading a text a second time, one realizes that what seemed to be the firm center is not nearly as exact as it appeared on first reading.
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general a priori rules cannot regulate the exception. “There exists no norm that is applicable to chaos.”

The exception resides in those areas where the norm breaks down and loses its “immanent validity.” This, together with the idea that the exception “cannot be circumscribed factually and made to conform to a preformed law,” makes it normless. However, it is precisely this normless characteristic of the exceptional situation that implies the very existence of a normal state of affairs, and, in fact, a normal constitutional order that is controlled and regulated by constitutional norms.

The normless character of the exception is not, in and of itself, something new to either political thought or political action before Schmitt. It is certainly an integral feature of the institution of the Roman dictatorship. Another example is John Locke’s discussion of the prerogative power. According to Locke, there are times when a strict and rigid observation of the laws may lead to societal harm, especially when the preservation of society or its members is at stake. In times such as these, the executive is trusted with the prerogative power, which is the power “to act according to discretion for the public good, without the prescription of the law, and sometimes even against it.” Put somewhat differently, “prerogative can be nothing but the people’s permitting their rulers to do several things of their own free choice where the law was silent, and sometimes, too, against the direct letter of the law, for the public good, and their acquiescing in it when so done.” Accordingly, the power of prerogative encompasses executive discretion, the power of pardon, and the power to act without the prescription of positivist law, and, in appropriate cases, even against it.
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84 See FINN, supra note 40, at 171 (arguing that a similar inference does not necessarily result from the use of the term “state of emergency”); SCHWAB, supra note 4, at 7.
85 See Gross, supra note 56, at 122-131.
86 JOHN LOCKE, SECOND TREATISE OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT §§ 159-160 (Russell Kirk ed., 1955). Thus, for example, he states that “it is fit that the laws themselves should in some cases give way to the executive power, or rather to this fundamental law of Nature and government, viz., that as much as may be all members of the society are to be preserved.” Id. § 159.
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89 See id. § 159. The power of pardon can be used to mitigate the severity of the law when, under the circumstances, a strict observation of the laws might have done more harm. See id. The law may make no distinction between criminal offenders and persons who, although they broke the law, deserve reward and pardon. See id. For some modern expositions of the same idea, see, for example, Christine Noelle Becker, Clemency for Killers? Pardoning Battered Women Who Strike Back, 29 LOY. L.A. L. REV. 297 (1995), and Victoria J. Palacios, Faith in Fantasy: The Supreme Court’s Reliance on Commutation to Ensure Justice in Death Penalty Cases, 49 VAND. L. REV. 311 (1996).
As the particular uses of the prerogative power cannot be established in advance, the sole criterion as to whether the prerogative power has been appropriately used in any given case is a functional one—i.e., whether the exercise of power was directed at promoting the public good or not.  

Government cannot have any legitimate ends apart from the well-being of the community. Governmental power used for any purpose other than the public good is properly regarded as tyrannical and may justify, under certain circumstances, a revolution designed to regain the people’s rights and limit the resort to such arbitrary power in the future.  

Thomas Jefferson’s use of the Lockean concept of the prerogative power is also well known and documented. Yet, unlike Machiavelli, Locke, Rousseau, and Jefferson, who sought to minimize the exception and feared its long-term detrimental effects on society, Schmitt enthusiastically embraces the exception. He does not follow Locke’s warning of the danger which lurks in any resort to such extraordinary, normless powers, even when they are wielded by “Godlike princes.” For so perilous may be the consequences of the precedent thus created and put into place, cautions Locke, that “[u]pon this is founded that saying that the reigns of good princes have always been most dangerous to the liberties of their people.” For Schmitt—inasmuch as crises represent the sphere of the political, and given the primacy of politics over all other spheres of human endeavor—it is the exception that defines the norm, not vice versa. The exception is primary to the norm and defines and informs that norm. 

90 See, e.g., Locke, supra note 86, § 161 (“But if there comes to be a question between the executive power and the people about a thing claimed as a prerogative, the tendency of the exercise of such prerogative to the good or hurt of the people will easily decide that question.”); see also, e.g., id. §§ 163, 164, 168.

91 See id. § 199 (“[T]yranny is the exercise of power beyond right, which nobody can have a right to. And this is making use of the power any one has in his hands, not for the good of those who are under it, but for his own private separate advantage.”); see also id. § 202 (“Wherever law ends tyranny begins, if the law be transgressed to another’s harm.”) (emphasis added).

92 See id. §§ 203-209.


94 Locke, supra note 86, § 164.

95 Id. § 166.

96 See, e.g., Galli, supra note 6, at 1616. Galli notes that: [F]rom a liberal standpoint exception is exception, not the rule. In other words, it is obvious that in any liberal theory contingency can’t ever take the dramatic aspect it takes in Schmitt’s thought . . . . Liberals can’t agree that contingency is not simply concreteness, nor relativism, but the original and permanent tragedy of politics.
proves nothing; the exception proves everything.”

Schmitt does not stop after transforming the normal into being subservient to the exception. His ultimate goal is the complete destruction of the normal case. His theory’s most radical move comes next. It involves the creation of the exceptionless exception.

In describing the exception, Schmitt states:

The precise details of an emergency cannot be anticipated, nor can one spell out what may take place in such a case, especially when it is truly a matter of an extreme emergency and of how it is to be eliminated. The precondition as well as the content of jurisdictional competence in such a case must necessarily be unlimited . . . . The most guidance the constitution can provide is to indicate who can act in such a case. If such action is not subject to controls, if it is not hampered in some way by checks and balances, as is the case in a liberal constitution, then it is clear who the sovereign is. He decides whether there is an extreme emergency as well as what must be done to eliminate it. The sovereign dictator enjoys unlimited powers. Such unlimited powers pertain both to his unfettered discretion as to whether an exception does, in fact, exist, as well as to what measures ought to be taken in order to counter the concrete threat. In taking such countermeasures, the sovereign dictator is not limited by the existing legal order. As is the case under a commissarial dictatorship, he may disregard existing norms, but he may also put in place substitute norms.

---

97 Schmitt, Political Theology, supra note 18, at 15. Schmitt quotes Søren Kierkegaard when he states:

The exception explains the general and itself. And if one wants to study the general correctly, one only needs to look around for a true exception. It reveals everything more clearly than does the general. Endless talk about the general becomes boring; there are exceptions. If they cannot be explained, then the general also cannot be explained. The difficulty is usually not noticed because the general is not thought about with passion but with a comfortable superficiality. The exception, on the other hand, thinks the general with intense passion.

98 Id. at 6-7; see also The Federalist No. 23, at 153 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961). Hamilton stated:

[It is impossible to foresee or to define the extent and variety of national exigencies, and the correspondent extent and variety of the means which may be necessary to satisfy them. The circumstances that endanger the safety of nations are infinite, and for this reason no constitutional shackles can wisely be imposed on the power to which the care of it is committed.]

99 See Schmitt, Political Theology, supra note 18, at 12 (“[N]ot every extraordinary measure, not every police emergency measure or emergency decree, is necessarily an exception. What characterizes an exception is principally unlimited authority, which means the suspension of the entire existing order.”).
The powers of the sovereign dictator are not confined to the power to suspend, but also encompass the power to amend, revoke, and replace.

When are such unlimited powers available? Surely they are exercisable in the context of the extreme case—i.e., the exception. However, we may continue to ask: when does the exception begin; what signifies its commencement; and how do we know that it has ended? The only logical outcome of Schmitt’s collapsing together the power to decide the existence of the exception and the breadth of counteremergency powers to be used in order to bring the exception to a conclusion, and depositing them both in the hands of one person, is that the dictator’s unlimited powers are never turned off. The dictator is the person who needs to decide that the normal state of affairs has been replaced by an extreme case, and then decide what powers to use to counter the particular danger. However, the exception is a possibility that may never be discounted or disregarded. It may occur at any given time, without prior warning, and create a “danger to the existence of the state.” What ought to count is not the actual occurrence of an exception, but rather the possibility of its taking place; and, in a world governed by the exception, such a possibility is all the more inevitable. The existence of an exception, or a possibility thereof, means that the sovereign must always be vigilant and, in fact, paranoid (or, as Schmitt would have it, the sovereign is not paranoid, they are really out to get him!). The result is that the sovereign is not only the one who decides on the exception, but also the one who definitely decides whether the normal situation actually exists. It is only the sovereign dictator who can authoritatively distinguish the exception from the normal and decide to take state action. At the same time, Schmitt considers sovereignty and the powers attached to it as indivisible. Thus, one cannot say that only part of the sovereign’s powers are operational at any given moment. Subject to the personal decision of the sovereign dictator, the sovereign’s unlimited powers may be put to use at any time. No external, objective limitations may be imposed on the exercise of these powers. Hence, should the

100 See, e.g., Galli, supra note 6, at 1615 (referring to Schmitt’s “dramatic theory of modern politics as permanent crisis”).
101 SCHMITT, POLITICAL THEOLOGY, supra note 18, at 6.
102 Of course, a world governed by a permanent exception is a fit description of Schmitt’s own environment when writing the essays discussed in this article.
104 See SCHMITT, POLITICAL THEOLOGY, supra note 18, at 13.
105 Id. at 8.
sovereign dictator so desire, his unlimited powers—originally designed to apply to the exceptional case—may come to control the norm, indeed, be the norm.

These radical consequences of Schmitt’s version of exceptionalism are already reflected in his 1923 essay, entitled The Crisis of Parliamentary Democracy. In his essay, Schmitt puts forward a model of a plebiscitary dictatorship—fashioned after the republican model of ancient Rome, with modifications—which ought to replace the dysfunctional and dangerous model of parliamentary democracy. That latter model is dysfunctional and dangerous because it ignores the issue of sovereignty and prevents the sovereign from effectively exercising her powers in the exceptional case. In Parliamentary Democracy, Schmitt follows the theme set out in Political Theology concerning the scope of powers which the supreme authority may legitimately exercise in circumstances of exception. Even more significantly, Schmitt now seems to acknowledge that these powers may legitimately be exercised not only in the extreme case, but also under normal, ordinary conditions. The merger of the normal with the exception is virtually complete; it comes about when the exception takes over the normal and replaces it entirely. Once again, we are reminded of Machiavelli’s warning that if people are willing to confer unlimited powers on a government for an unspecified duration, they will not be saved from the fate of tyranny.

Does not all that mean that no room is left for the political—Schmitt’s argument on the centrality of the political notwithstanding? If we understand, as Schmitt would have it, the origin and essence of the political to be found in the exception, which is seen against the background of the normal, ordinary rule, what does it mean to speak of an exceptionless exception? Schmitt does not see this as a problem. On the contrary, he argues that the political will only disappear in “[a] world in which the possibility of war is utterly eliminated, a completely pacified globe.” Only such a world—in which the distinction between friend and foe is obsolete—can be a world without politics. “The phenomenon of the political can be understood only in the context of the ever present possibility of the friend-and-enemy grouping.”

107 Parliamentary democracy, according to Schmitt, is unable to successfully confront the extreme case. Among other things, it overemphasizes debate and undermines decision, and is unable to account for the possibility of the extreme case, the exception.
108 See supra note 66 and accompanying text.
110 Id. (emphasis added).
a world governed by the exceptionless exception, however, there is an ongoing possibility of external conflicts among collectivities of people, as well as internal conflicts within any given collectivity, which may create the need to distinguish between friend and foe, thus invoking a political decision. With this exceptionless exception world view, where the political is ever present and ever relevant and where ordinary day-to-day questions are very much interested in, and concerned with, the concept of sovereignty, Hobbes’s twentieth-century self-proclaimed heir throws us back into the Hobbesian state of nature.

Schmitt throws two punches at liberalism. First, he attacks liberalism’s built-in failure to account for the inevitability of the exception. Second, he argues that even if liberalism were to acknowledge the exception, it is structurally prevented from doing anything about it and, in particular, it is prevented from effectively separating the normal case from the exceptional. According to Schmitt, liberalism’s rhetoric hides and disguises both defects. As far as liberalism is concerned, the normativistic, technical, mechanistic attributes of liberalism, which leave no room for the possibility of exceptions, make the exception transparent and nonexistent. On the other hand, modern reality reeks of exceptionalism, resulting from the growing role played by emergencies and emergency powers, and from the increase in the various legal forms designed to accommodate the modern interventionist welfare state. Thus, liberalism is out of sync with reality and, as such, is a utopian exercise. However, its adherents seek to cover up this critical weakness of their position by

111 Contrast this with Schmitt’s critique of liberal jurisprudence as one “concerned with ordinary day-to-day questions [and having] practically no interest in the concept of sovereignty.” SCHMITT, POLITICAL THEOLOGY, supra note 18, at 12.
112 See CARL SCHMITT, THE LEVIATHAN IN THE STATE THEORY OF THOMAS HOBBES: MEANING AND FAILURE OF A POLITICAL SYMBOL (George Schwab & Ema Hilstein trans., 1996) (1938); see also DYZENHAUS, supra note 3, at 85-97; MCCORMICK, supra note 3, at 249-58; GERSHON WEILER, FROM ABSOLUTISM TO TOTALITARIANISM: CARL SCHMITT ON THOMAS HOBBES (1994); Dyzenhaus, supra note 12, at 2, 5-10.
113 See, e.g., MCCORMICK, supra note 3, at 124-29, 148-52.
114 See Dyzenhaus, supra note 12, at 5 (stating that, in Schmitt’s opinion, “[t]he peculiarity of liberalism as a political doctrine resides, then, in its concealment, conscious or not, of its politics”).
115 See, e.g., ROSSITER, supra note 45; Gross, supra note 42, at 460-90; Gross & Ni Aoláin, supra note 41, at 82-90, 94-162; Lobel, supra note 93, at 1397-412, 1418-21.
116 See Scheuerman, supra note 7, at 1746 (specifying that there is an inclusion of vague clauses and principles within contemporary law, as well as extensive delegation of broad and often unchecked discretionary powers to the executive branch of government). Such phenomena, linked to the interventionist state, expand and deepen the existence of “gaps” within the legal system, leading to judicial decisionism. See MCCORMICK, supra note 3, at 207 (“Just as judges must exercise prudence in adjudicating ‘gaps,’ a ‘sovereign’—a mutually identified people and executive—must be allowed the prudence to ‘decide’ on the exception.”).
rhetorical denials of the existence of the exception.

To be sure, Schmitt, for his part, is also engaged in plastering a conceptually similar rhetorical facade on his own theoretical position. His rhetoric speaks of the normal case and of the exception as two separate and distinct phenomena. He argues that “[f]or a legal order to make sense a normal situation must exist, and he is sovereign who definitely decides whether this normal situation actually exists.” At the same time, his theory virtually advocates the complete destruction of the normal and its substitution by the exception. For all his allegations that liberalism is negligent, if not outright deceitful, in ignoring the exception and pretending that it does not exist, Schmitt’s theory is open to the same type of challenge. His rhetoric carves out a space for both the normal case and the exception, while the logical terminus of his theory abolishes the former and substitutes it with the latter.

Therefore, there is little wonder why Schmitt’s contemporary rivals—first and foremost, Hans Kelsen—have challenged his exceptionalism as practically making any constitutional provisions (save those pertaining to emergencies and emergency powers) wholly redundant and irrelevant. In the context of the Weimar Constitution, Kelsen has argued that Schmitt’s theory reduced the Constitution to nothing more than Article 48. However, Schmitt’s exceptionalism does not attach much practical significance even to constitutional provisions such as the ill-fated Article 48. The sovereign dictator’s unlimited powers include the power to suspend, revoke, amend, and replace. They are by no means confined by the substantive norms—or, indeed, the constitutional procedures—laid out in those provisions related to emergency powers. One should not even expect the constitutional document to be able to give a meaningful indication of the institutional identity of who will assume legal authority during a state of exception. Unlike the case under the commissarial dictatorship—in which the dictator enjoys the power to suspend the constitution, but that power does not extend to a certain institutional core—nothing can withstand the sovereign dictator. There is no
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immovable wall that can withstand his unstoppable force. Do legal order and a constitution have any real meaning under such a theory? The only answer truly consistent with the aforementioned must be negative. Ohana describes Schmitt as “an intriguing test case of... ‘legal fascism.’”

What exactly is the role to be played by the “legal” under Schmitt’s system? Dyzenhaus argues that, after all was said and done, “Schmitt could not bring his vision of law completely into line with Nazi ideology. Simply put, he still maintained a shred of hope for law as an autonomous element in politics, one which could stand in the way of an all powerful state.”

But what does that mean? Schmitt’s intellectual relationship with Thomas Hobbes has been analyzed extensively elsewhere. Hobbes’s absolutist model of political and legal authority contains some external limit on the powers exercised by the sovereign—namely, those derived from the supreme principle of self-preservation, which also means individual self-preservation. Hobbes’s theory leaves room for the individual in the overall framework, inter alia, by acknowledging her right to resist the dictates of the sovereign when the latter attempts to take her life.

This right of resistance presents an outer limit on the Leviathan’s otherwise sweeping power and authority. However, even this minimal limitation is removed by Schmitt, as he considers this aspect of Hobbes’s theory as undermining the effectiveness, and indeed the viability, of the Englishman’s position. For his part, Schmitt is left and invoked Article 48. Thus, under this construct, presidential emergency powers under Article 48 could only be exercised against “nonessential” elements of the constitutional system. See Caldwell, supra note 52, at 108.

As Article 48 itself assigned specific roles to the president, cabinet, and the Reichstag, these governmental institutions would constitute that inviolable minimum of organization, and their functions could not be suspended or abrogated even in the face of an acute exigency. Of special interest is Schmitt’s observation that Article 48 asserted the competence of the president, but “what the word Reichspresident means is deduced... only from the constitution,” and, therefore, the president could not, as part of his emergency measures, change the character of his office. Schwab, supra note 4, at 40. The requirement of ministerial countersignatures on all orders and decrees indicated the place of the cabinet within the inviolable minimum of organization, and the requirement that the government enjoys the Reichstag’s confidence added that organ to the list. See id. at 40-41; see also Finn, supra note 40, at 176-77. Thus, this “inviolable minimum of organization” was basically a set of procedural guarantees, rather than substantive restrictions on the exercise of presidential power. Of course, the concept of an inviolable minimum of organization has no room in the framework of a sovereign, as opposed to commissarial, dictatorship.
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with no defense mechanisms against the “strong total state.”

Nor is he looking for such defense mechanisms, for his vision is precisely that of the “all powerful state.” In Political Theology, Schmitt argues that:

What characterizes an exception is principally unlimited authority, which means the suspension of the entire existing order. In such a situation it is clear that the state remains, whereas law recedes. Because the exception is different from anarchy and chaos, order in the juristic sense still prevails even if it is not of the ordinary kind.

To argue that an order that is characterized by an “unlimited authority” of the sovereign dictator is an “order in the juristic sense” means nothing. Additionally, since the normal case and the exception collapse into one exceptionless exception, this disorderly order also becomes the “ordinary kind” of order in the Schmittian state.

Schmitt’s obsession with the problem of legal indeterminacy has been well dealt with elsewhere, as has been his allegation that liberalism “reduces the legal order to a situation of ‘chaos’ and ‘anarchy,’ unable to provide a minimal measure of legal predictability.” Yet, once again, Schmitt finds himself falling into a similar trap. Schmitt’s machine does not run by itself. The ever existing exception feeds into the “decisionistic and personalistic element in the concept of sovereignty.” Actually, nothing is left but this decisionistic and personalistic element. Exception and normlessness are everywhere, and, to the extent that the exception is linked to chaotic circumstances under whose pressure general norms crumble and come to naught, one may validly ask whether there is anything outside chaos and catastrophes. Schmitt attacks Kelsen for his identification of the lawfulness of nature and normative lawfulness. “This pattern of thinking,” submits Schmitt, “is characteristic of the natural sciences. It is based on the rejection of all ‘arbitrariness,’ and attempts to banish from the realm of the human mind every exception.” Schmitt’s own position is open to the challenge that it attempts to banish from the realm of the human mind every normal case.

Schmitt’s alternative model, which he offers as a replacement to the liberal model, introduces as much predictability as the sovereign’s whim. If liberalism’s fault inheres in the normative and utopian nature
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of its structures, Schmitt’s fault lies with the apologetic overtones of his proposals. Against liberalism’s rigidity, Schmitt puts forward an all too flexible alternative. Whatever the sovereign decides is legitimate. There is no substantive content against which legitimacy of such actions can be measured—not even Hobbes’s minimalist principle of self-preservation. Despite Schmitt’s attacks against the content-neutrality of liberalism and positivism, his theory, in the last account, is nihilistic. In its purest form, a decision emerges out of nothing, i.e., it does not presuppose any given set of norms, and it does not owe its validity or its legitimacy to any preexisting normative structure. No such structure, therefore, can attempt to limit the decision’s scope in any meaningful way. Similarly, since the decision is not the product of any abstract rationality, but is rather reflective of an irrational element, it cannot—by definition—be bound by any element found in the rational dimension. As William Scheuerman pointedly notes:

A rigorous decisionist legal theory reduces law to an altogether arbitrary, and potentially inconsistent, series of power decisions, and thus proves unable to secure even a modicum of legal determinacy. It represents a theoretical recipe for a legal system characterized by a kind of permanent revolutionary dictatorship . . . . Decisionism, at best, simply reproduces the ills of liberal legalism, and, at worst, makes a virtue out of liberalism’s most telling jurisprudential vice. Indeed, Schmitt himself became aware of the defects and flaws that are inherent in his position, and sought to modify it during the 1930s. In the preface to the second edition of Political Theology, written in November, 1933, Schmitt concedes that “the decisionist, focusing on the moment, always runs the risk of missing the stable content inherent in every great political movement.” And so, personal decisionism cannot, after all, guarantee legal determinacy and predictability, nor

132 For examples of a similar tension between utopian and apologetic arguments in a different context, see MARTTI KOSKENNIEMI, FROM APOLOGY TO UTOPIA: THE STRUCTURE OF INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ARGUMENT (1989), and Martti Koskenniemi, The Politics of International Law, 1 EUR. J. INT’L L. 4 (1990).
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political stability. Schmitt then gravitates towards a new general type of legal thinking that he calls institutional legal thinking, or “concrete orders thinking.”\textsuperscript{139} He notes that:

> I now distinguish not two but three types of legal thinking; in addition to the normativist and the decisionist types there is the institutional one . . . . Whereas the pure normativist thinks in terms of impersonal rules, and the decisionist implements the good law of the correctly recognized political situation by means of a personal decision, institutional legal thinking unfolds in institutions and organizations that transcend the personal sphere.\textsuperscript{140}

Yet, even here, his rhetoric tries to hide the defenselessness of his original position, for he describes the decisionist as implementing “the good law of the correctly recognized political situation.”\textsuperscript{141} Surely, in this context, “good” can only mean “formally valid,” as opposed to “substantively legitimate.” Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the sovereign will, indeed, correctly recognize the political situation, or even if he does correctly recognize and identify the situation, that he will act appropriately and provide a “good” response. Moreover, even at this stage, when Adolf Hitler was already in office for ten months as the German chancellor, Schmitt’s retreat from radical decisionism was not instigated by any acknowledgment of its potentially disastrous consequences. On the contrary, it is an attempt to present a position that is even more supportive of the National Socialist cause than the decisionist model, inter alia, by formulating the case for “purifying” the ranks of the legal profession of “alien” elements—first and foremost Jewish elements—and ensuring its ethnic, racial, cultural, spiritual, and ideological homogeneity.\textsuperscript{142} It is here that Schmitt finally introduces substantive content into his legal and political model, and the color of that normative order is unmistakably black and brown.

II.

When viewed from a prescriptive standpoint, Schmitt’s intellectual enterprise does not present a strong case. Yet, when regarded as an empirical exercise, describing actual realities in the struggling Weimar Republic, as well as telling us something “about the sad state of twentieth-century politics,”\textsuperscript{143} Schmitt’s work may still be telling us something interesting. I fully agree with Scheuerman when he writes

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{139} Scheuerman, \textit{supra} note 7, at 1752-53.
\item \textsuperscript{140} SCHMITT, \textit{POLITICAL THEOLOGY}, \textit{supra} note 18, at 2-3.
\item \textsuperscript{141} \textit{Id.} at 3.
\item \textsuperscript{142} \textit{See} Scheuerman, \textit{supra} note 7, at 1756-64.
\item \textsuperscript{143} SCHEUERMAN, \textit{supra} note 20, at 14.
\end{itemize}
that “[h]owever horrible its normative structure, Schmitt’s attack on the rule of law unfortunately corresponds to a variety of empirical trends.”\textsuperscript{144} It is this correspondence of Schmitt’s position on the exception with empirical trends which I will briefly explore in this section.

Schmitt’s most important continuing contribution in the area of emergency powers is his deviation from the traditional discourse concerning emergencies. In addition, Schmitt’s work is interesting because he focuses on an otherwise neglected area of legal and political study—i.e., emergencies and emergency powers. When Schmitt was writing his major works, crises and emergencies had not been sporadic episodes in the lives of many nations—particularly not where the Weimar Republic itself was concerned. Nor have they become such episodes in the lives of nations since. They are increasingly becoming a permanent fixture and playing a bigger, more extensive role in the unfolding story of humanity. Therefore, the subject matter of emergency powers should receive much greater attention than it has attracted thus far.

As mentioned above,\textsuperscript{145} the traditional discourse concerning emergencies and emergency powers has been characterized by a dichotomized dialectic, in which “emergency” plays opposite “normalcy.” The idea of “emergency” is inherently linked, according to this mode of thinking, to a concept of “normalcy”—i.e., the normal case—in the sense that the former is considered to be outside the ordinary course of events or anticipated actions. Furthermore, emergencies have been thought of in terms of brief temporal duration and exceptional nature. For normalcy to be “normal,” it has to be the general rule, the ordinary state of affairs, whereas emergency must constitute no more than an exception to that rule—it must last only a relatively short time and yield no substantial permanent effects. Thus, the basic paradigm of the classical models of emergency regimes is that of the “normalcy-rule, emergency-exception,” which is based on a clear separation of the normal and exceptional cases. Moreover, emergencies are considered to be sporadic, temporary, and exceptional phenomena against the background of an otherwise uninterrupted normalcy. Schmitt calls this approach into question, by reversing the relationship between the normal and the exceptional cases. This alternative view,

\textsuperscript{144} Id. Scheuerman goes on to correctly state that “this is not to suggest that Schmitt’s empirical political and legal analyses... are defensible or especially sophisticated... some facets of a crisis of liberalism in our century are expressed or mirrored within certain aspects of Schmitt’s theory.” Id. at n.1.

\textsuperscript{145} See supra notes 42-46 and accompanying text.
when disconnected from Schmitt’s unacceptable, normative solution to the problem of emergencies and viewed as an empirical, descriptive exercise, is quite instructive and should not be disregarded or ignored.

In the last two decades, several international studies have directed their attention to the issue of emergencies and emergency powers. As a detailed analysis of these studies is beyond the scope of this Article, I shall focus on the common theme that unites them. The approach taken by these studies is premised on the conception that a “reference model” of emergency powers exists. Thus, for example, the Questiaux Report, undertaken at the behest of the United Nations Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, emphasizes the characteristics of the typical, reference model of emergency powers. It points out that: (1) the fundamental precept on limiting governments in bringing states of emergency into effect is consistency between emergency legislation and democratic principles; (2) emergency legislation predates the occurrence of the crisis; (3) such legislation contains a priori or a posteriori control procedures on the exercise of those emergency powers; and (4) such legislation and powers are to be applied as provisional, temporary measures. The three major elements of the classical model of emergency regimes—namely, temporal duration, exceptional nature, and limited powers—are all incorporated into the reference model. Alongside the reference model, the various studies identify “deviations” or “aberrations” from the model—namely, emergencies and emergency regimes that fail to conform to the general model. Such deviations or aberrations include de facto, permanent, complex, and institutionalized, as well as unnotified, emergencies.


147 See Gross & Ni Aoláin, supra note 41, at 82-90.


149 See Implications for Human Rights, supra note 23.

150 See id. §§ 34-35; see also id. § 69 (“[A]bove and beyond the rules [of emergency regimes] . . . one principle, namely, the principle of provisional status, dominates all the others. The right of derogation can be justified solely by the concern to return to normality.”).

151 See id. §§ 99-147; CHOWDHURY, supra note 23, at 45-55. A de facto state of emergency
A conception of a “reference model” is not confined to scholarly studies, but is played out in legal systems worldwide. Both the Questiaux Report and the study by the International Commission of Jurists are based on extensive empirical examinations of numerous domestic legal systems with respect to emergency powers. The basic “normalcy-rule, emergency-exception” paradigm, which informs the reference model, is also reflected generally in the international and regional regimes dealing with human rights, and particularly in the relationship between human rights and states of emergency.

The problems start, however, when casting a cold, hard look at the circumstances where “there is no proclamation or termination of the state of emergency or . . . the state of emergency subsists after it has been officially proclaimed and then terminated.” Implications for Human Rights, supra note 23, § 103. Permanent emergencies cover those states of emergency which are “perpetuated either as a result of de facto systematic extension or because the Constitution has not provided any time-limit a priori.” Id. § 112. According to Questiaux, permanent emergencies share several common features. First, the more prolonged an emergency becomes, the less account is taken of the actual danger that led to the invocation of the particular emergency regime. Second, as the state of emergency is extended, less weight is given to adherence to the principle of proportionality between the probability and magnitude of the threat and counteremergency measures. Third, no time limits are imposed on the emergency regime.

While not defining “complex state of emergency,” Questiaux finds a common feature which is shared by all emergency regimes falling into this category—namely, “the great number of parallel or simultaneous emergency rules whose complexity is increased by the ‘piling up’ of provisions designed to ‘regularize’ the immediately preceding situation and therefore embodying retroactive rules and transitional regimes.” Id. § 118. More than in any other category of emergencies, it is under complex states of emergency that legislation of an emergency nature finds its way into the ordinary laws. Under the conditions of a complex state of emergency, it may also be difficult to determine the legal basis for certain governmental actions. To demonstrate this point, Questiaux quotes Professor Alfonso Arinos, who, in 1978, was asked by the Brazilian government to examine the legal aspects of a return to “the normal rule of law.” Id. § 127. In his report, Professor Arinos found that “in the Brazil of 1978, the norms of public law as a whole appear[ed] to be a mixture of two constitutions neither of which would seem to be in force.” Id. His conclusion was that “the only possible way of establishing a list of the constitutional provisions actually in force was to use a computer.” Id.

Institutionalized emergency regimes refer to situations in which emergencies facilitate an institutional transformation of a democratic regime into an authoritarian or “restricted” democratic regime. See id. § 131. When changes in the institutional basis of the existing preemergency regime are made during or in the context of a crisis, with the avowed purpose of moving to a new democratic structure for the community in question, they may later be abused so as to “consolidate a constitutional order containing incipient autocratic tendencies.” Id. Finally, an unnotified state of emergency refers to the obligation that some states may incur, under international legal instruments, to notify other parties to those instruments of the existence of a domestic state of emergency. The main significance of this failure to notify is that it may “preclud[e] the international surveillance authorities from exercising their judgment to the fullest extent.” Id. § 100.

152 See Implications for Human Rights, supra note 23; INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION OF JURISTS, supra note 146; see also Gross & Ni Aoláin, supra note 41, at 82-87.

real world, where—all too frequently—the stated aberrations come closer than the reference type to being the norm of practice. The normative rules prescribed under the “normalcy-rule, emergency-exception” paradigm may prove useful in a world governed by that basic paradigm. When applied to situations diverging from the general reference model, however, these rules fail to safeguard the very interests that such rules are intended to protect. Following the traditional view concerning the normalcy-emergency relationship has led domestic, as well as international, judicial organs to give too little attention to, if not ignore altogether, the phenomena of permanent, entrenched, or de facto emergencies in the cases coming before them. In turn, this has led to attempts at solving the questions at hand by applying the wrong medicine because of a faulty diagnosis. By perpetuating a myth that emergencies follow a constant pattern, and by failing to identify shifting patterns of crisis management (warranted or not), academic commentary, court jurisprudence, and institutional international actors fail to adequately come to terms with the various phenomena of emergencies.

To say that, in certain instances, reality demonstrates a greater propensity towards convergence of the normal and the exceptional cases is but half of the picture. Whenever the boundaries between normalcy and emergency become semitransparent, it is almost invariably the reality of emergency that exerts more influence on its counterpart than vice versa. Therefore, the blurring of the distinctions between normalcy and emergency results in a subsequent swing of the pendulum towards the “emergency” or “security” end of the continuum, rather than towards the “normalcy” or “legal” pole. “An insidious outcome of continuing crisis is the tendency to slide into a new conception of normality that takes vastly extended controls for granted, and thinks of freedom in smaller and smaller dimensions.” The final outcome, therefore, is likely to be more emergency- than normalcy-oriented. In other words, we must contend with a reality in which the fusion of normalcy and exception leads to an ever-greater role for the latter at the expense of the former.

Viewed from this perspective, Schmitt’s focus on the phenomenon of the exception—in fact, his placement of that concept at “the heart of his constitutional deliberations,” and his claim for the reshuffling of priorities between the exception and normalcy—is quite powerful, if taken to be a descriptive, rather than prescriptive, project. Hence, while

154 See, e.g., Gross, supra note 42, at 460-501.
155 HAROLD D. LASSWELL, NATIONAL SECURITY AND INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM 29 (1950).
156 Kelsen and Schmitt, supra note 3, at 10.
rejecting Schmitt’s answers, we must not disregard the questions he poses. Many examples may be given to demonstrate and support the arguments made above.\textsuperscript{157} I shall focus on the dichotomy between national security and nonsecurity issues that follows, to a great extent, a similar pattern to that of the normalcy-emergency divide.

The study of the relationship between security and nonsecurity issues is interesting for several reasons. First, the special treatment of issues pertaining to “national security,” and the extreme universal deference that courts and legislators give to decisions and actions of the executive branch of government in those areas,\textsuperscript{158} are primarily derived from the notion that when the security and safety of the state are at stake, special rules must apply. Whether explicitly stated or not, the prevailing sense is that matters of national security are of a different nature altogether. The realm of national security is often perceived as an area where normal rules do not apply, or are applied with certain modifications. It is, thus, reminiscent of the exceptional case. Second, in modern day reality, national security may be seen to occupy the geometric point of convergence of emergency and normalcy. On one hand, the breakdown of clear boundaries separating security from nonsecurity issues has resulted in the examination of a growing number of issues through the prism of national security. National security considerations are thus an integral part of the normal discourse. On the other hand, governments tend to use the language and rhetoric of emergency in situations which may have a certain bearing on the state’s security interests, but which cannot be said to rise to the level of a real emergency. As the discussion below shows, one should at least wonder to what extent the demarcation lines are clearly indicated and kept, as a matter of practice, between national security and other, “normal” considerations and situations. Moreover, one should question what it


means if they are not so clearly drawn.

Like “exception” and “emergency,” the concept of “national security” is hard to define.\textsuperscript{159} It is an amorphous, open-ended concept that is amenable to legal and political manipulation.\textsuperscript{160} Such ambiguity and nebulousness have resulted in an almost complete absence of legal definitions for the concept of national security, both on the domestic level and in international instruments.

The context in which the term “national security” is used has undergone significant changes during the twentieth century. The crux of this transformation has been the shift in the understanding of national security from a purely military to a much broader concept, which encompasses almost all areas of human endeavor. The discourse related to national security is not confined to a relatively narrow military dimension; it also comprises civilian ingredients.\textsuperscript{161} If, in the past, it

\textsuperscript{159} See, e.g., Thomas I. Emerson, \textit{National Security and Civil Liberties}, 9 \textit{Yale J. World Pub. Ord.} 78 (1982); Peter Hanks, \textit{National Security—A Political Concept}, 14 \textit{Monash U. L. Rev.} 114, 117-18 (1988); J.A. Tapia-Valdès, \textit{A Typology of National Security Policies}, 9 \textit{Yale J. World Pub. Ord.} 10, 10 (1982). Attempts to define “national security” and “national security policy” abound in the area of strategic studies. Recognizing, for the most part, the multidimensional nature of these concepts, most definitions attempt to incorporate the military and civilian elements relevant to the formulation of an appropriate national security policy. Regardless of the differences between the many definitions, they all include many variables, vague terms, uncertainty, great leeway for discretion, and flexibility of implementation. The plethora of proposed definitions for the concept of “national security” comes against the obstacle of setting meaningful guidelines to distinguish between what is legitimately a national security concern and what is not. Moreover, the variables involved are, to a large extent, state-contingent, and are affected by circumstances unique to each and every state. The concept of “national security” is intrinsically linked to perceptions of threats by the citizenry and leadership of any particular state. A perception of a threat is, for its part, intertwined with perceptions as to the interests endangered and threatened. The more vital and essential the threatened national interest is, the more likely that lesser dangers would be deemed to pose grave threats to the security of the state. National interests, in general, and the prioritization of those interests, in particular, vary greatly from one nation to another.

\textsuperscript{160} See, e.g., Lustgarten & Leigh, supra note 158, at 20-23; Hanks, supra note 159. Lustgarten and Leigh claim that “the primary political function of security” is to be “a part of the coinage of power, hoarded and used by ministerial and bureaucratic élites to ignore or short-circuit normal democratic processes.” \textit{Id.} at 20-21. They go on to identify five main categories of “dangers and undesirable consequences” connected with the use of “national security” in “the internal politics of Western parliamentary democracies.” \textit{Id.} at 21-22. The categories are: enthronement of a political orthodoxy; exercise of new and greater governmental powers; arbitrary governmental conduct; secrecy of actions and information; and the invocation of national security considerations “in the perennial tussle of fiscal and social priorities.” \textit{Id.}

had been possible to discuss national security as a distinct, exceptional area, modern times have witnessed the blurring of this separation, as the concept of national security becomes increasingly intertwined with areas previously considered outside its scope. In the post-World War II era, identifying national security with the “freedom from foreign dictation” has led many to view national security policy as combining ingredients of foreign and domestic policy on a wide range of topics. As one author noted in the Harvard Law Review:

“National security” is not a term of art, with a precise, analytic meaning. At its core the phrase refers to the government’s capacity to defend itself from violent overthrow by domestic subversion or external aggression. But it also encompasses simply the ability of the government to function effectively so as to serve our interests at home and abroad. Virtually any government program, from military procurement to highway construction and education, can be justified in part as protecting the national security.

This evolution of national security from a purely military concept to a broader strategic concept may be attributed to a wide variety of causes. The two World Wars signaled a fundamental change in the scale and nature of warfare. The introduction of the total war and the demands it made on the warring communities with respect to the mobilization of manpower and industry, for example, injected civilian elements into the discussion of national security. The totality of war also served to blur the distinction between the battle front and the home front, as well as between combatants and noncombatants.

The fear of a total war (especially nuclear war) has also led to two other significant phenomena. First, a sense of permanent, international insecurity prevailing among different nations has encouraged the rise of the rhetoric of national security in a wider range of issues. A state-centric conception of national security is contrasted with global trends of interdependence, globalization, and internationalism. This


162 LASSWELL, supra note 155, at 51 (emphasis omitted).

163 See id. at 50-75.


165 See generally EDWARD S. CORWIN, TOTAL WAR AND THE CONSTITUTION (1947).
combination broadens the scope of “the security dilemma.” When a state considers its security to be jeopardized and endangered it will take what it feels are the necessary steps to preserve and maintain its security. Yet, these very measures may invoke a sense of insecurity in other countries that will take their own measures to counter the newly perceived threats. Once again, such measures may stir a sense of danger in the first actor, leading to the creation of a vicious circle of escalation in pursuit of an illusory security. This security dilemma cannot be confined to that which is military; it applies to a much more general range of issues perceived to be essential to the national security of states.

Second, and closely related to the first point above, the fear of a military clash with global implications has underscored the possibilities of economic, cultural, and political “warfare” as viable alternatives to actual wars. Not that actual wars became a matter of the past; but, increasingly, other methods of conflict have been regarded as more and more important. Socio-economic issues became as relevant to a state’s national security as are military considerations. This development was compounded by a contemporaneous, ideological conflict epitomized by an East-West rift during the cold war. Under the Communist agenda, all aspects of society—military as well as civilian—were to be harnessed in the fight against the West for global domination. The Western powers did not stay behind. As the perception of threats has expanded geographically, and broadened to encompass more than purely military perils, so, too, has the scope of

---


167 Indeed, even with respect to “war,” the world has witnessed a marked shift to armed conflicts waged indirectly between the great superpowers by proxy after the Second World War. Civil wars, revolutions, wars between relatively small neighboring states, and so forth, all came to play a part in the global tug-of-war. See, e.g., KALEVI J. HOLESTI, PEACE AND WAR: ARMED CONFLICTS AND INTERNATIONAL ORDER 1648-1989, at 285-305 (1991).

168 Thus, for example, as the United States became a leading global power, it came to identify its national security concerns with events taking place all over the globe. Technological developments made the potential magnitude of each crisis disproportionate to anything known before, as well brought crises back home in the most graphic manner, thus intensifying the perception of emergency. Growing international interdependence in all spheres of human activity expanded and extended the possible range of threats to the nation’s security. See KOH, supra note 158, at 84-100; Lobel, supra note 93, at 1397-409. It is interesting to note that Machiavelli considered the pursuit of greatness, in the long-run, to be fatal to the liberty of the city (contrasting the Roman model with the Spartan and Venetian models). MACHIAVELLI, supra note 58, at 473-74. Roman expansion, leading to prolonged tenure of military commanders, was one of the causes of the loss of liberty. See id.; see also Roger B. Oake, Montesquieu’s Analysis of Roman History, 16 J. HIST. IDEAS 44 (1955) (explaining that Montesquieu considered Rome’s militarism and imperialism the effective cause of her decadence as a republic).
measures deemed necessary to confront such threats. Defensive strategies could not be limited to the military realm; they called for a “total strategy.”

Not surprisingly, concepts of “total strategy” were readily adopted by many totalitarian regimes around the world. Many Latin American countries have, for example, seen the implementation of a “national security doctrine” by ruling military junta. Under this doctrine, the East-West conflict was waged not only on the international, but also on the domestic, level. The conflict was considered to be total—i.e., not only of a military character, but also involving social elements as well as elements of ideology, culture, economy, and so forth. The military elite would, upon “identifying” grave internal threats to the nation, proceed to overthrow the incumbent government and replace it with a military rule whose main, self-professed goals were to restore and safeguard the nation’s security, which the former government had been deemed unable to do. The fight against subversive elements within the domestic community would then be waged with a vengeance on all fronts, military and civilian. Every aspect of society would be considered essential for that nation’s security, bar none. “Subversion” would be broadly defined with respect to the type of activities that were deemed to undermine national security; the concept was not limited to any certain areas of human activity.

Another cause for the transformation of the concept of national security is the reality of increasing global interdependence. As states become increasingly interdependent, tension builds between international and global considerations, on one hand, and national and

---

169 See, e.g., Daniel Yergin, Shattered Peace: The Origins of the Cold War and the National Security State 196 (1977). Yergin acknowledges the modern expansion of national security:

And what characterizes the concept of national security? It postulates the interrelatedness of so many different political, economic, and military factors that developments halfway around the globe are seen to have automatic and direct impact on America’s core interests. Virtually every development in the world is perceived to be potentially crucial. An adverse turn of events anywhere endangers the United States. Problems in foreign relations are viewed as urgent and immediate threats. Thus, desirable foreign policy goals are translated into issues of national survival, and the range of threats becomes limitless. The doctrine is characterized by expansiveness, a tendency to push the subjective boundaries of security outward to more and more areas, to encompass more and more geography and more and more problems. It demands that the country assume a posture of military preparedness; the nation must be on permanent alert.

Id.
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domestic considerations, on the other.¹⁷² No state is currently willing to fully depend on another in any aspect related to the well-being of its citizens and the protection of its vital national interests. Fears of political, military, economic, cultural, and social domination invoke an internal drive towards the maintenance of a core of independence and self-sufficiency, which would not be handed over to any foreign element. Any impairment of this core, whether actual or perceived, is regarded as posing a serious threat to the security of the state, although its substantive scope varies from one nation to another.

Economic considerations may weigh as heavily as military considerations in a state’s perception of its own national security needs. Therefore, it is no surprise that national security considerations have traditionally carried special weight in debates concerning free trade, where the argument for exceptions to otherwise liberal trade policies is often heard.¹⁷³ Thus, it is argued that restrictions on imports may be required in the event of war or emergency in order to protect domestic industries.¹⁷⁴ It is also the case that national security considerations are used to restrict exports of “sensitive products,”¹⁷⁵ or to limit foreign investment possibilities.¹⁷⁶ The economic validity of such policies aside,¹⁷⁷ it has been noted that “the concept of national security has proven highly elastic, being invoked to justify restrictions on such unlikely imports as clothes pegs from Poland on the grounds that domestic productive capabilities in clothes pegs would be required in

¹⁷⁴ This argument is frequently combined with the “infant industry” argument. See LINDERT & PUGEL, supra note 173, at 162-64.
¹⁷⁷ See, e.g., JACKSON, supra note 173, at 21-25; LINDERT & PUGEL, supra note 173, at 169-70.
the event of hostilities with the (former) Communist Bloc countries."  

National security constitutes one of the general exceptions to international trade agreements such as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT"), and the North-American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFTA"). In either case, the language used in this context has been described as "broad, self-judging, and ambiguous"—undoubtedly the result of the definitional difficulties alluded to above, and the permeation of national security rhetoric and thinking in many aspects of traditionally civilian activity.

In the context of international instruments, a mention should also be made of the major human rights conventions. Many of the limitation clauses found in these documents include national security as a permissible ground for restricting certain rights and freedoms otherwise guaranteed under the relevant instruments. Cases coming before the
European Court and European Commission of Human Rights thus far have demonstrated the wide discretion left to governments in determining the legitimacy and sufficiency of national security considerations as grounds for limiting protected rights.\textsuperscript{183}

An important result of the patterns described above, which, in turn, has helped to strengthen the trend of expanding the scope of national security, has been the growing role of the military in traditionally civilian affairs.\textsuperscript{184} While classic constitutional models assign to the military the responsibility for security affairs (narrowly constructed), clear trends of “role expansion” of the military and convergence between the military and civilian sectors can be detected.\textsuperscript{185} This can lead to the somewhat peculiar result, in societies such as the United States, that the military’s role in the civilian aspects of the community’s life expands while the former continues to be treated as a “separate community.”\textsuperscript{186} While the “separate community” doctrine has, for the


\textsuperscript{184} See Lissak, supra note 161, at 58-63, 72-80; see also J.R. Dutton, The Military Aspects of National Security, in NATIONAL SECURITY: A MODERN APPROACH 100, 102-03 (Michael H.H. Louw ed., 1978). “[A]lthough the ultimate role of the military is the use of armed force, the military strategist must look far beyond guns, ships, aircraft and explosives to ensure a sound military strategy. Every activity of state and society becomes pertinent to his task.” \textit{Id.} Dutton goes on to state that “[t]he military role in National Security can no longer be confined exclusively to the employment of armed force. It is broadened to include contributory roles in virtually every other sphere of strategic action, and specifically in the psychological, economic and political spheres.” \textit{Id.} at 114.

\textsuperscript{185} See Lissak, supra note 161, at 58-63.

most part, been directed at issues arising within the military, an argument can be made that the growing convergence between military and civilian sectors, resulting, inter alia, in the adoption of similar structural and operational modes as well as social norms, may lead to attempts to apply the same approach in those points of contact between the two spheres.

CONCLUSION

A. Good Questions, Bad Answers

For Carl Schmitt, normalcy is of little, if any, interest; the exception—emergency and crisis—is what consumes his entire attention. Schmitt has been described as:

[T]he outstanding legal theorist of the notion of exception, hence much less a thinker of the norms reflecting normalcy—that is to say laws—than the outspoken legitimizer of the form and practice of measure: acts unilaterally taken by the executive in a state of political despair, as stipulated in a separate legal tradition of martial law, of état de siège, and of Ausnahmezustand.

Schmitt’s theory revolves entirely around pathological cases of legal and political orders. His worldview is apocalyptic, inasmuch as he identifies politics with permanent crisis and conflict.

Schmitt is confronted with a grave situation in his own country in the early 1920s. His initial attempt to offer one constitutional solution to Germany’s troubles takes him in the direction of adopting the model of the commissarial dictatorship. Yet, within a short time, he changes his earlier position and, in 1922, he formulates his radical theory of the exception, which is so succinctly summed up by the opening statement in Political Theology: “Sovereign is he who decides on the exception.”

Political Theology was originally published in March, 1922. Its second edition, published twelve years later, in 1934, remained, according to the author’s own testimony, “unchanged.” In fact, in the preface to the second edition, Schmitt invites his readers to

---

187 The Supreme Court, in Parker v. Levy, 47 U.S. 733 (1974), stated that “the different character of the military community and of the military mission” as well as “[t]he fundamental necessity for obedience, and the consequent necessity for imposition of discipline, may render permissible within the military that which would be constitutionally impermissible outside it.” Id. at 758.
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192 Schmitt, Political Theology, supra note 18, at 5.
193 Id. at 1.
“judge to what extent this short publication . . . has withstood the test of time.” When viewed against the history of the Weimar Republic, this lack of change is significant in itself. Schmitt obviously finds no reason to rethink his theory, despite the rise to power of the National Socialist Party and the nomination of Adolf Hitler as chancellor some ten months before Schmitt extends this “invitation to judge” to his readers. Even those who may wish to argue that Schmitt was not fully aware of the dangerous implications of his own theory in 1922, will be hard pressed to argue the same with respect to his clear statements twelve years later.

Schmitt’s exceptionalism is indefensible as a normative project. His challenge to liberalism’s perceived inadequacy in dealing with the state of exception leads him to set his sights solely on the exception to the utter disregard of the normal—the rule. However, Schmitt’s attack on liberalism does seem to have a point, insofar as real world practice is concerned. It is this aspect of Schmitt’s writing which ought to interest us and which is still significant today.

B. The Accountability of the Academic: A Personal Note

For ten out of twelve people in my paternal grandfather’s immediate family in Poland (four of them young children) the Final Solution exercised by the murderous Nazi machine was no political exercise, nor a theoretical debate. It was their “existential negation.” Unlike Carl Schmitt, they did not live to be 96 years old or fulfill their individual potential, because they were decreed to be the public enemy, and for so many of Schmitt’s ilk, also a very private enemy. My maternal grandfather, who completed his Ph.D. in law in Germany and practiced there, was luckier. He merely lost his career, not his life, on the altar of homogeneity of the legal profession—necessary, according to Schmitt, in order to achieve determinacy and predictability in the legal order.

There are times when academics do not enjoy the privilege of not taking sides and not expressing positions. And when they do, their words and actions matter and they stand accountable for them. Carl Schmitt expressed his positions clearly and acted upon them. All those who continue to debate his legacy must remember at all times that this is not some exercise conducted in the ivory towers of academia with which we are involved. It is a matter of life, and even more so, of death. “[T]heoretical discussions never take place in a vacuum and there can be no philosophical thought without political consequences.”
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